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. Joules / Kg K
3. The heat transfer coefficient is defined by the relationship
. h:mCp AT . h:k/L . h: q/AT . h:Nuk/L
4. V/hich of these statements is not true?

Ql/ choose the correct answer: (40 M)
1. The units ofheat flux are:
. Watts . Joules . Joules / meters2 . Watts / meters2
2. The units of thermal conductivitv are:
. Wafts /meters2 K . Joules . Joules / rneters2

. 300"c .320'C .350.C . 390 "c

. Not determinable for want of sufficient data
7. The value of the Stefan-Boltzmann constant is:
. 56.7 x 10-6 Wm2K4
.56.7 x 10-9 Wm2K

. 56.7 x 10-9 Wim2K4
. 56.7 x 10-6 Wm K

.56.7 x 10-6 Wm2K

. combined convection and conduction

. combined forced and free convection

.:L/k

. Joules / Kg.K

. Joules / second meter K

.h:Q/Ar

,'T
!/ -

( .i,

. conduction can occur in liquids . conduction only occurs in solids
' thermal radiation can travel through empty space . convectlon cannot occur insolids . gases do not absorb thennal radiation
5. what is the heat flow throngh a brick war of area 10m2, thickness 0.2m, k:0.1
wm K with a surface temperature on one side of 20"c and l0.c on the other?. 50 Watts . 50 Joules . 50 Watts / m' . 200 Watts . 200 Watts / m2
6. A solid copper ball of mass 500 grams, when quenched in a water bath at 30"c,
cools from 530"c to 430"c in 10 seconds. what will be the temperature of the ball
afler the nexr l0 secondsi

I '.r

8. The different modes ofheat transfer are:
. forced convection, free convection and mixed convection
. conduction, radiation and convection . laminar and turbulent
' evaporation, condensation and boiling . cryogenic, ambient and high temperarure
9. Mixed convection refers to:
. combined convection and radiation
. combined laminar and turbulent flow
. combined forced convection and conduction
10. The thermal diffusivity, o,, is defined as:.:pCp/k .:kCp/p .:k/pCp .:hL/k
11. Which of these statements is a correct expression of Fourier,s Law

.(/ ;,,( \f . ,, i-"t ,1 ;;1 /'t ,.'T
rth ' trl r-'1 " tl

12. Which of the following is NOT a boundary condition?
' T*=r-: 50"C . ex:L: e6p11 . -k(dT/d\)_=L: h(T, - Tr)
'Ty:rtz: To( 1-x/L) .k:16WmK
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Ql/ choose the correct answer: f40 M)
1. The units ofheat flux are:

' watts 'Joules . Joules /meters2 . watts /meters2 .Joules/Kg.K
2. The units of thermal conductivitv are:
'watts / meters2 K . Joules . Joules / rneters2 . Joules / second meter K. Joules / Kg K
3. The heat transfer coefficient is defined by the relationship
. h:mCp AT . h:k/L . h: q/AT . h:Nuk/L
4. Which of these statements is not true?
'conduction can occur in liquids . concluction only occurs in solids
' thermal radiation can travel through empty space . convectlon cannot occur insolids . gases do not absorb thennal radiation
5. what is the heat flow through a brick wall of area 70m2, thickness 0.2m, k : 0.1
wm K with a surface temperature on one side of 20"c and l0.c on the other?
' 50 watts . 50 Joules . 50 watts / m2 . 200 watts . 200 watts / m2
6. A solid copper ball of mass 500 grams, when quenched in a water bath at 30"c,
cools from 530"c to 430'c in 10 seconds. what will be the temperature of the ball
afler the nexr l0 secondsi

.h:Q/Ar

. 390 "c

8. The different modes ofheat transfer are:
. forced convection, free convection and mixed convectionv . conduction, radiation and convection . iaminar and turbulent

. 56.7 x 10-6 Wm2K4

.56.7 x 10-9 Wm2K
. 56.7 x 10-9 Wm2K4
. 56.7 x 10-6 Wm K

.56.7 x 10-6 Wm2K

. combined convection and conduction

. combined forced and free convection

' evaporation, condensation and boiling . cryogenic, ambient and high temperarure
9. Mixed convection refers to:
. combined convection and radiation
. combined laminar and turbulent flow
. combined forced convection and conduction
10. The thennal diffusivity, o,, is defined as:.:pCp/k .:kCp/p .:k/pCp .:hllk .:L/k
11. Which of these statements is a correct expression of Fourier,s Law

. .r ";fr d .lf . ii - '- 
rlf ('t. " i: 
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12. Which of the following is NOT a boundary condition?
. T*=r-: 50"C . Qx:L: e6p11 . -k(dT/d\)"=L: h(T, - Tr)
' T-rtz: To( 1 - x/L) . k : 16 Wm K



13. The statement T*=o : To, means that:
. the temperature at x : 0 is zero
. the temperature at x : L is zero
. the surface at x: 0 is adiabatic
14. The statement -k(dT/dx)*=p: h(T, - T1) means that:
. the temperature at x : L is constant . the heat flux at x: L is constant
. heat transfer by convection is zero at x : L
. heat transfer by conduction is zero at x : L
. heat transfer by convection equals that by conduction at x : L
15. A large value ofheat transfer coefficient is equivalent to:
' a large thermal resistance . a small thermal resistance . infinite thermal
resistance . zero thermal resistance . it depends on the fluid temperature
16. calcuiate the heat flow through a 100 m length of stainless steel (k: 16 wm K)
pipe of 12mm outer diameter and 8 mm inner diameter when the surface temDerature
is 100"C on the inside and99.9'C on the outside.\
.800 w .670 W .3 kw .2.5 kW .2 kw
17. Applied to a pipe, the critical insulation radius describes a condition when:
. the flow is turbulent . the heat flow is infinite . the heat flow is a maximum
. the heat flow is a minimum . the heat flow is zero

the temperature at x : 0 is constant
the temperature at x : L is constant

. trigonometric

18. For l-D conduction in a plane wall, the temperature distribution is:
. parabolic . logarithmic . linear . quadratic
19. A sood insulator has:

'alarge value ofk . a small value ofk . an infinite value ofk . a larse value ofh
. a large value of h and a small vale of k
20. Which of the following is NOT an example of a fin?
' ribs on an electric motor casing . a concrete balcony protruding from a wall
' a turbine blade in a hot gas path . an insulated pipe carrying high pressure steam
. porcupine spines
21. Which is NOT a boundary condition for a fin analysis ? v
. T -+ Tras L -+ co

'hP/kA": constant
'(dT/dx)^:t = I

. Tx:L : constant

. -k(dT/dx),,=s : ht,p(T*:1 - T1)

22. Aheat transfer correlation is used to:
' estimate Re . estimate the fluid velocity . estimate the fluid thermal properties
' estimate the heat transfer coefficient . estimate radiation effecls
23. Which of these is NOT a fluid property
' density 'thermal conductivity . viscosity . prandtl number . Reynolds number
24. Which statement is true of forced convection?.NuoGrPr .NuoRePr . Nu o Pr (only) . Nu o M (Mach number)
. Nu o Re (only)
25. Which statement is true of free convection?
. h is always constant . h depends on external velocity
. h depends on temperature difference, AT
'h is independent of temperature difference, AT . the flow is always laminar

2-



definition of the Prandtl number is:
:pCplp .Pt: VtCplp .Pr:pCp/k .p1:pCp/k 'Pr=hLlk

. A coolant fluid at 30oC flows over a heated flat plate maintained at a constant

temperature of 100'C. The boundary layer temperature distribution at a given

location on the plate may be approximated as T : 30 + 70 exp(-y) where y (in m) is

the distance normal to the plate and T is in'C. If thermal conductivity of the fluid is
1.0 WmK, the local convective heat transfer coefficient (in Wm2K) at that location

will be:
.0.2 .1 . /.+ .5 .10
28. In forced convection over a flat plate, what is the appropriate length scale for the

av et age Nusselt number?
. the boundary layer thickness, 6
. the width (i.e. in the direction across the flow) of the plate
. the thickness of the plate

:J .lr" distance from the leading edge (i.e., in the direction of theflow), x
. the overall length ofthe plate, L
29. The Prandti number is a measure of
. Compressibility effects . Turbulence level . Forced / Free convection effects
. viscosity . relative thiokness ofvelocity and thermal boundary layers

30. Which is NOT an example of a heat exchanger?
. automotive radiator . central heating radiator . electric kettle . engine oil cooler
. cooling tower
3 1 . A car radiator may be classif,red as what sort of heat exchanger?
. shell and tube . plate fin 'tube hn ' double pipe ' direct contact

32. For the same inlet and outlet temperatures of hot and cold fluids, the Log Mean

Temperature Difference (LMTD) is:
. Greater for parallel flow heat exchanger than for counter flow heat exchanger'

. . Greater for counter flow heat exchanger than for parallel flow heat exchanger.
'ra. Same for both parallel and counter flow heat exchangers.
. . Dependent on the properties of the fluids.

. None of these.
33. To increase the overall heat transfer coefficient in an air to water heat exchanger

one would:
. increase the flow rate of the water . increase the flow rate of the air and the water
. increase the flow rate ofthe air. increase the air pressure ' none ofthese
34. The 'NTU' (Number of Transfer Units) in a heat exchanger is given by which one

of the following?
'UA / Cn'rn 'UA / C.* . UA/E 'C-* / C-6 'C-6 / C,nu*

35. A heat exchanger is used to cool 1 kg/s of oil (Cp:2 kJ/kg.K) from 90'C to 70"C

with a 0.5 kgls flow of water (Cp : 4 kJlkg.K). If the water has an inlet temperature

of 10"C, what is the water exit temperature?
.20"c. 10"c . 30'C . 40'c .50'c



Q-2/A/ prove that the critical thickness of i'suration for a spherical shelr is; (5 M)
r" : 2kr,r" / hor,

Q2/B/ A spherical container of negligibie thicknesshaving an outer diarneter of 0.4 m is insulated withinsulation of kl : 0.02: k2: 0'06'ffi;l : U.temperature is 300 oC. Determine: (i0 Ail -
1- the heat loss
2- interface temperatures of insulating layers.

Q3/ A motor body is 360
temperature should nor ex

ospheric temperature is 30

Q4l consider a nodal configu-ration of Fig. i. Derive the finite_difference equations
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2. Outlet temperature of water
3. Effectiveness ofheat exchanser
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a

NlteV.1. Please rcdd the questlons csrcfully' 2' Answer all queslions

01. Which one of these (a, b, c, d) is the correct answer? Please read carefully? lloo/ol

L. All ofthe sensors can be used to measure movement or position, EXCEPT:

A) TP

b) KS

c) vss

d) cMP

2. Technician A says the microprocessor commands actuators by output drivers. Technician B

savs that outputs are never controlled by supplying voltage to the actuator. Who is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) NeitherA nor B.

3. Two technicidns dre diognosing engine storts then stops, Technicion A soys thot this means

thdt the MAP sensor is defective. Technician B soys thdt this indicqtes thqt the MAF sensor is

defective. which technicion is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B . d) Neither A nor B.

4. Technician A says during the processing function the computer uses input information and

compares it to programmed instructions. T-echnician B says during the output function the

computer Will put out.control commandi td various output devices. Who is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) Neither A nor B.

5. Two techniciqns ore diognosing poor fuet economy, Technician A says thot this meons that

the oxygen sensor is supplying improper information to the PCM. Techniciqn B soys that this

indicdtes that oir filter is blocked. Which technicion is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both Aand B. d) NeitherAnorB.

6. The main ECU 'input, sensors for calculating ignition timing and injector duration are:

a) CKP and ECT

b) cKP and MAP

c) MAP and IAT

d) MAF and TP

7. Technician A savs. Technician B says an on-off switch sends an analog signalto the computer.

magnetic sensor used to send data to the computer concerning the speed of the monitored

com Donent. who is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) Neither A nor B.

The signal originates from a sensor measuring transmission/tra nsaxle output speed

or wheel speed is called :

d) wheel speed sensor

I-v

8.

a) CMP b) VSS c) cKP

I of \ Page
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Notes// 1. Please rcad the qaeslions ca.refully, 2. Anstter all questions

9. Technician A says impact sensor is used in air bag system control. Technician
sensor is used in suspension system control. Who is correct?

B says impact

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) Neither A nor B.

10. Electronic system prevents drive wheels from wheel spinning during starting or
accelerating on a wet or icy surface is called:

a) ABS b) EDC r\ Tl.a d) PAS

*t ***rr***ittr**t(*r.******+***t(**trrtt rt trt( t(** t rt trt(*rttr tr*rr rt t(* * *1t rt * * * * *rr * **
Q2, Answer onlv five branches: (2s%l

1. Describe the actuator classifications.

2. Explain the differences between active and passive sensors.
3. Describe how the wheel speed sensor operates to prod uce a signal.
4. Compare between conductors and insulators.
5. Explain closed loop ofthe ABS control system.
6. Explain how the power control module(pCM) uses the mass air flow signal,

***** ****+* *****,k*!* * *** ** ***** *:***{.r.** ** * *r(**** *** ** *** *** * *** *
Q3.
A\\ Explain the application and function of the following terms: (answer onlv fivel {10%)

1. A/F ratio sensor.

2. Knock sensor.

3. Tu rbocharge r Pressure sensor.

4. lgn ition module.

5. Electronic clutch control.

6. Vehicle speed sensor.

B\\ specify the location and problem of the following faults: (answer onlv fivel (ro%l

Open IAT sensor,, shorted CKP sensor,, A faulty ECT sensor,, open MAp sensor,, defective

Knock sensor,, shorted in iector.

'+!*rt 
rft*t(+**,t(,t r*i*+***,t ,k**:++*+**+,t++,i,*,k!t,i*!*.td.,t,t*,*,.**+,t,F+,F*,ts+*+,!+,t ,.,*rt+,*,*,r

}

a
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e

Date:
Notes// 1. Please read the questions carefully, 2. Answer all qaestions

Q4' A\\ P/eose reod the forrowing probrems coiifficon you to diagnosis ond repFproblem? lAnswer onlv three problems) 
OS%l

1' Probrem: Mr, Assed brings his 2013 (ToyATA with murtiport EFr) to the shop, saying
there is poor engine performance. The ignition system is in good condition.

2. Problem: Mr. Ahmed brings his (2014 Ford) into the shop .He exprains that the car
hard start engine. The ignition and fuel systems are in good condition.

3. Probrem: Mr. Raid brings in his 2013 (Kia) into the shop, saying there is too rouSh
idling speed.

4' Problem: Mr. Ari brings in his 2015 (Nissan) into the shop, saying there poor fuer
economy.

04. B\\ Explain the need for a EVAP vapor pressure sensor and how does this compare to a
MAP sensor? 

U,O%I

q'* )t *r + i' r&:r' *rft**** * * * *-* * r(*r* ++*,* **+ **:** * ***r** *** * *****)t*.* *** ** *****!* * * **
Q5. Answer only four questions:

All Explain howthe powercontrol module(pCM) usesthe mass airflowsignal.

B// List the position sensors and explain the function of eacn.

C// Describe the computer locations.

D// What is the difference between AND, NAND, and OR gates?

El I Compare between DC motors and stepper motors.

'j* 
+ + + * * * t * * * * * * + * * * * * * ]rylrH BEsrwlsHEs***+*:k*!i'*+**+********+

(2o%l

V
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Q1:A:

Fir'rd thr ful*rifins /{Ii rvhirh hx}c tlxc fnTi*ri illl_: l,rrpilcc in,rnlfirrms:

.r- ? .:t(l) (c) -:-,
.rl 4.r a ?,t, q.c . | 0

B: Solve the following Jffererrtiut equations by Laplace transformations:

it "-..(D.v[t)) - i'l'(ri =, L'')

=;sit)=t-r

Assume zero initial conditions.

Q2: Find the Fourier expansion of the following formula:

.f(r]:1-d2.rc[-1,!J.

Q3: Solve the following partial differential equation by separation of variables:

(\\i$vc cqua ort 'r,-,=1,,,, 0<r'<1, l>0,

(Boundary condiion-l tr(0,0 = 0" and r{1,. f) = 0,

(lnilja{ condilionsJ a(;r,0) :/(r ), and (r,0) = g(r"}.

iztL|'+
\ /r-

Y

t:i,jjl i4*i*l

i4!:ji 'ii;'

{rj_e ,.".J ::\i :i-_',

i!!jr r#- jAirL,i .r:rs:^r:'

...i.j, j*,i' r +],i'"f!]1 rjt.r

iji:i ;#-i)l ,:r ;: 1-;-

,i,!-i t+!:1 i3.

,:,,;-t*, i=.!f 1-.:,r ,-;

Take f(x):x, and g(x):O



Q4: Find the root of the following equation numerically:

-f

' \'- r start fforn x-0.

Q5: Use both Simpsons rules to find the integration with 6 increments for the

'e

following formula:

F(x): c' sin(xl + f . From 0 to 4.

Q6: Find the value of y(2) for the foliowing differential equation:

n, 4! + *' v' = 2Si n1x l, v@) = 5
dx

the step used should be (0.5). Use Euler method.

GOOD LUCK

v



Nole// Answer foar queslions onlv.
Date: / /2016.

O

Q1
The mechanism shown in n"tr,.ri: 

i.":*k tg *T radius which rotales ar 2000 rev/min. Derermine thevelociry of the piston for thJposition shown. Arso determine the angurar velocity of link AB about A.

**rk:**************+r<+'r*+'k**:**************9*(*t]*************,*+x*,**+**x**-i?:KJ")

Q2
A shaft carriesA shatt carries four masses AlB, C and D of magnitude 200

and revolving at raail so mm.'zo mm 6o -- ahr o^ *--- . kg' 300 kg,400 kg and 200 kg respectively

lllltlll,,TT;1,i.,::'.f :::,1"aro''it'J;;#;;;.#il;'#'jf ;"J;
1tT Td.19 1m The angles between the cranks measured zanticlockwise are A to B 45", B to C 70o and
iT,3,iT;11,,H1ffiilT?I"J:"T^*TlTt'i;#:iil1ff:..ilHik:J;ff ;il:
ff ,:.T"i:il'"ffi ;l,:,J"Tl##*lll:::f .{;;"";..;i];lffi "l#T:,l; j,l:il;

at a radius of 100 mm, find their magnituar. unO unglluiirlr,onr.

A.fl dinrEnsiod* ir ffilL

Fig.(2)

v.

eL\-J, f*
\ /(4

SubjectlTheory of Machines ' -"q' u^q"tttt4'ru[ zulo xru
Time: 3 hours Class:J.r year,

2-r

(2s MARK)
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*.x:11,^i,_tr:: ^r":;;;; u n iversiryrech. E n g. 
"",'.-. -,yjai4_11iffi lidil;':iil g. De pr.

Su bject:Theora of Machines
Final Examinati on 2016

Time: 3 hours

Note// Answer four questions onlv,

All dimcnsions inlnm,
(d) Mnjmunpo$ition,

(a) Maximurn position,

Fig.(s)

Class:
Date: /

1't year.
/2076.
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Q3
The speed ratio of the reverted gear train, as shown in Fig,(3), is to be 12. The modure pitch of gears A
and B is 3'125 mm and of gears C and D is 2,5 mm. Calculate the suitable numbers of teeth for the
gears. No gear is to have less than 24 teeth.

Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research

Note// Answer fuut questions only.

rrts'\J., (25 MARK)
*:f *****x*****'F+*tf * * ,t * * * * * * r, * * x 't t +,t 't+* {. ** {, *,k* r:(,} +*)k* {. {. *,} ***,* *,s* ri( *,<:t *,t,k *d< * **{<+d*,,

Q4

Show that the Ratio of Driving Tensions For Flat Belt Drive is H 
: 

"*
consider a driven pulley rotating in the crockwise direction u, ,hoi"n in ,ir. b"lo*

Fig.(a)

\J

Fig,(3)

(25 MARK)
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Q.Il A control system has a fansfer function of:

G[s)=8(s+1)
(,s + 2;r

What will be the output from the system when it is subject to a unitimpulse input?

Q'21Designthe pID- contro'er instead of the p- controrer for the cNc
fj:lT" 

tool poBitionat control system described in the block diagram

Controller
Integrator

Position Transducer

Page I of 3
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Foundalion of Technical Education
. r ec[nical Collage _ Naiaf

Automotive Eng. Departmenf
Subject: measuremenl and control Pinal Examinaiion
Class: 3'd year

( ) Trial

Time: 3 Ifour
Date: / / 2016

Notes/// f. Answer oll question
4orh ruestion (20M) onty.

Q'31 Sketch the root locus for the system and discuss the stabilitv.

Q.4l Writethe characteristic equation of the control system below.

\.,

v

ry *4r+ 3)
(s2+4,s+B)

c_[6_67]x

Page 2 of 3



subject: measurement and corF.l FEI Ft-.'ination

Foundatirr of Tochirrl Education
Techid Cdbge _ Najaf

,f norCin Ea. Ilepammen r

Class:3'd Year
Time: 3 Ilour
Date: / 12016
( ) Trial

Not{// Ttudtrctions 2 For each question (20M) onty.

Q-SlAmaon$r one branch (A or B)

A)uri' fte differentiar equations and its laplace transform for the system
b.low-

B)Develop the differential equations and its raprace transform for the
erecttcal crcult.

e-
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